Take OReGO for a spin!
It’s entirely voluntary and you can
participate for as long as you like.
Some drivers appreciate the free
apps and benefits that are available
with an OReGO account, such as trip
logs, a parked car finder, geo-fencing,
mechanical alerts and sharable driving
badges that promote safe and efficient
driving. Some like to experience this
new and innovative technology for
themselves to see how it works. Others
take pride in being an OReGO pioneer…
one of the very first in the world to test
drive a per-mile charging system.

Learn more and sign up for
OReGO at MyOReGO.org.
Questions?

Contact OReGO customer service at:
(503) 986-7827 or myOReGO@odot.state.or.us
Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.

A new way to pay
with

OReGO

Is your vehicle rated
at 40 miles per gallon
or better?
Sign up for OReGO and reduce
your registration fees!

Typically, drivers pay two or four years’ worth of registration fees
when purchasing a car or renewing their registration. With increases
in 2020 and 2022, those registration fees could amount to hundreds
of dollars for electric and high-mpg vehicles.

High-mpg drivers could save money at DMV
Annual registration fee increases will be applied to vehicles according
to their mpg rating. But drivers can enroll in OReGO and pay only the
base registration fee ($43 per year) while in the program.*
Registration Fees
40+ mpg NOT in OReGO
40+ mpg enrolled in OReGO
Electric NOT in OReGO
Electric enrolled in OReGO

4 Years

2 Years

$304
$172
$612
$172

$152
$86
$306
$86

How it works
While enrolled in OReGO, drivers of electric vehicles or those rated at
40+ mpg pay just the base registration ($43 per year) plus a monthly
road charge of 1.8** cents per mile. For an electric vehicle, the road
charge may amount to a few dollars per month ($18** for 1,000
miles). Note that fuel-powered vehicles get credit for fuels tax paid at
the pump, reducing their road charge.

Should I pay by the mile instead?
Oregon raises money to maintain roads and bridges through gas tax
paid at the pump and vehicle fees. But with more vehicles getting
much better fuel efficiency, many people are paying far less in gas
taxes while using the road just as much. OReGO was designed to
ensure drivers pay for what they use – miles of road – instead of what
they consume – gallons of fuel.

See what your monthly
per-mile charge would be at
MyOReGO.org/calculator.
*If a driver leaves OReGO before their registration period expires, they will be
billed for fees waived.
** The road charge increases to 1.9 cents per mile on January 1, 2022.

